The dopaminergic midbrain is associated with brain functions, such as reinforcement learning, motivation and decision-making that are often disturbed in neuropsychiatric disease. Previous research has shown that activity in the dopaminergic midbrain can be endogenously modulated via neurofeedback, suggesting potential for non-pharmacological interventions. However, the robustness of endogenous modulation, a requirement for clinical translation, is unclear. Here, we examined how self-modulation capability relates to regulation transfer. Moreover, to elucidate potential mechanisms underlying successful self-regulation, we studied individual prediction error coding, and, during an independent monetary incentive delay (MID) task, individual reward sensitivity. Fifty-nine participants underwent neurofeedback training either in a veridical or inverted feedback group. Successful selfregulation was associated with post-training activity within the cognitive control network and accompanied by decreasing prefrontal prediction error signals and increased prefrontal reward sensitivity in the MID task. The correlative link of dopaminergic self-regulation with individual differences in prefrontal prediction error and reward sensitivity suggests that reinforcement learning contributes to successful self-regulation. Our findings therefore provide new insights in the control of dopaminergic midbrain activity and pave the way to improve neurofeedback training in neuropsychiatric patients.
149
To achieve positive transfer effects, participants had to apply what they had learned during training 150 runs. We therefore asked whether DRT is related to SN/VTA activity during the training runs by 151 calculating the correlation between them. For this, we used the slope of SN/VTA signal change increase 152 over training time in Spearman's correlations for the intervention and control group.
153
DRT distributions: To investigate potential group differences in DRT, we transferred the extracted data 154 to R (R-project R3.4.1). Using an ANOVA and a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test, we tested for 155 differences of the mean between the three groups (i.e. the two groups receiving veridical feedback in 156 Studies 1 and 2 and the control group receiving inverted feedback in Study 1).
157
DRT in fMRI analysis: The DRT measure served to investigate the individual differences in successful 158 transfer at the whole brain level. In particular, we were interested to identify regions that were 159 positively associated with DRT and thus potentially contribute to regulation of the SN/VTA. For this 160 analysis, we entered mean-centered individual DRT levels in all fMRI second level statistical models 161 (see 2.8) . We excluded SN/VTA from all analyses to avoid any circularity.
162
Spatial specificity control analysis: To investigate the spatial specificity of our analysis of dopaminergic 163 midbrain regulation, we performed the same whole brain analysis as described above for SN/VTA with 164 a different ROI. Specifically, we used the neighboring brain region of the parahippocampus 165 (Supplemental Material). In keeping with specificity, this control analysis revealed little commonality 166 (limited to the cerebellum and temporal gyrus) with the SN/VTA analysis ( Figure S4 and Table S8 ).
167

MID Task 168
In addition to the neurofeedback training, the participants in Study 2 (N=25) performed a MID task 169 that captures differences in adaptive reward sensitivity. In every trial of the MID task 32, 36, 37 first one of 170 three cues appeared ( Fig. S1 ). One cue was associated with large reward (ranging from 0 to 2.00 CHF), 171 one cue with small reward (0 to 0.40 CHF) and one cue with no reward. After a delay of 2.5 to 3 s, 172 participants had to identify an outlier from three circles by pressing one of three buttons as quickly as 173 possible. Depending on the cue, their response time and the correctness of the answer, participants 174 gained an amount of money. Importantly, the use of large and small reward ranges enables 175 investigation of individual differences not only in general reward sensitivity but also in how well the 176 reward system adapts to different reward distributions, so-called adaptive reward coding 32 .
177
MR Data pre-processing 178
We despiked the functional data using AFNI toolbox (National Institute of Mental Health; 179 http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni). To account for differences in echo-planar-image (EPI) slice acquisition 180 times we employed temporal interpolation of the MR signal, shifting the signal of the misaligned 181 slices to the first slice 38 using FSL 5 (FMRIB Software Library, Analysis Group, FMRIB,
182
Oxford, http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). Furthermore, data were bias-field corrected using ANTs (Advanced 183 Normalization Tools; http://stnava.github.io/ANTs), realigned using FSL 5, normalized to standard 184 Montreal Imaging Institute (MNI) space using ANTs in combination with a custom scanner-specific EPI-185 template resulting in a 1.5 mm 3 isotropic resolution and finally smoothed with a 6 mm full-width-half-186 maximum Gaussian kernel using FSL 5.
187
The spatial specificity control analyses ( Figure S4 and Table S8 ) suggest that the findings 188 reported here are not due to common physiological noise. To more directly account for noise, we 189 additionally acquired physiological data in a subsample of participants. In the available subsample, 190 neither changes in heart rate variability nor respiration were significantly correlated with VTA/SN 191 activation during reward imagination (see details in Kirschner et al. 39 , Supplemental Material Table S1 , 192 Figure S1 ). Here, we also used an image-based correction to account for physiological artefacts in all 193 participants. Since physiological artefacts are most prominently present in CSF and white matter due 194 to the absence of BOLD effects, pulsations of the ventricles, and proximity to the large brain arteries 195 (e.g., circle of Willis), we decided to use an established preprocessing procedure based on a principal 196 component analysis (PCA) approach 40, 41 . Specifically, we calculated the global mean and the first 6 
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MA, USA).
204
MR Data analysis 205
For all of the following analyses, we used the toolbox SPM 12 (v6906) within Matlab R2016b. All figures 206 were created using bspmview v.20161108 42 
210
The first question of this study asked whether the individual degree of successful neurofeedback 
259
we used a whole-brain threshold of p < 0.001 (20 voxel extent).
260
Relation between DRT and reward sensitivity in the MID Task (aim 3)
261
To address the third aim of the study, we investigated the relationship between reward processing in 262 the MID task and the capacity to successfully regulate the SN/VTA in the neurofeedback experiment.
263
In particular, we considered two contrasts in the MID task (1) general reward sensitivity, defined as 264 the sum of parametric modulators: small plus large reward (2) adaptive reward coding, defined as the 265 difference between parametric modulators: small minus large reward. Again, we used correlation 266 analysis at the group level to determine whether these two contrasts are related with individual 267 SN/VTA transfer success (DRT) in the neurofeedback task. Moreover, to assess the commonalities of 268 the neural activities in these different tasks, we performed a conjunction analysis of contrasts (1), (2) 269 and the correlation of transfer-activity with DRT (see 2.8). For statistical maps, we used a whole-brain 270 threshold of p < 0.001 (20 voxel extent due to conjunction).
271
Additional behavioral measurements 272
Strategies: All participants were introduced to five example strategies (see 2.3) that they could use to 273 upregulate brain activity but also free to use their own strategies. At the end of the experiment, 274 participants filled in a custom-made questionnaire on the strategies they used. To compare strategies 275 between the groups, we used a χ2-test to assess differences in the distribution of strategy usage. We 276 did not observe any significant group differences in strategy use (p = .9), and therefore did not consider 277 this measurement in any further analysis. the Barratt Impulsivity Scale in the German version 47 . We tested for correlations with the DRT 283 parameter using Pearson correlations. As none of these variables correlated significantly with the DRT 284 parameter (all p > 0.5), we did not consider them further.
3 Results
286
No difference in degree of regulation transfer (DRT) across groups 287
We first evaluated the DRT measure and compared it between the three datasets. There were no Figure S5 for 291 alternative illustration). Moreover, also the direct comparison between the two veridical groups was 292 not significant (T(39) = -0.26, p = 0.8). Accordingly, we combined the two veridical groups for 293 subsequent analyses. Importantly, our participants showed considerable variation in DRT, which 294 allowed us to investigate the individual differences in brain activity accompanying more or less 295 successful regulation of the SN/VTA through neurofeedback. Thus, the groups showed similar mean 296 levels and considerable individual differences in self-regulation success.
297
Correlation of slopes between transfer and training only for intervention group 298
Next, we tested for differences between groups in the relationship of SN/VTA transfer as measured by areas consistently reported by neurofeedback studies (see Fig. 2 in the meta-analysis of Sitaram et 313 al. 17 , including dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), lateral occipital 314 cortex (LOC), and thalamus ( Figure 3A and Table 1 ). To formally test for a more general association 315 with the cognitive control network, we applied a cognitive control network template from a meta-316 analysis 43 , which in addition revealed neural activity in precuneus and striatum ( Fig. 3B for exemplary 317 illustrations of dlPFC, ACC, temporal gyrus, and thalamus activity; Table S1 for full overview). Thus, 318 regions of the cognitive control network showed transfer to the extent that neurofeedback training of 319 the dopaminergic midbrain was successful. 320 Figure 3 : Correlation of DRT with transfer success after training in veridical feedback group: To investigate whole-brain neural activity correlating with successful SN/VTA self-regulation, we used DRT as measure of successful regulation of the SN/VTA and correlated it with the contrast (IMAGINE_REWARDtransfer -RESTtransfer) -(IMAGINE_REWARDbaseline -RESTbaseline) as measure of learning related change in neural activity in the rest of the brain. A) The analysis revealed task-specific correlations primarily within the cognitive control network (whole brain overview FWE-corrected with p < 0.05 on cluster level, projected to lateral and medial sagittal sections). B) Exemplary correlations within the cognitive control network have been depicted, here in MFG/dlPFC, ACC, Thalamus, and bilateral Temporal Gyrus, to illustrate the association between neural activity with DRT. The correlations are for illustration purposes only without further significance testing to avoid double dipping. The grey shaded area identifies 95 % confidence interval. Figure 3a ). to the veridical feedback group, left amygdala activity correlated significantly with DRT ( Fig. 4 and Table   323 S2). Importantly, activity in cognitive control areas reported above, such as dlPFC and ACC, was 324 significantly weaker in inverted than veridical feedback groups (Table S3 for disjunction and direct 325 statistical comparison). Together with the lack of correlation of DRT with SN/VTA signal change during 326 training for the inverted feedback group, these findings suggest that cognitive control regions play a 327 preferential role for successful transfer of SN/VTA self-regulation.
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We also tested for common activity in the two feedback groups using conjunction analysis.
329
Similar to the veridical group, the inverted feedback group showed correlations between DRT and 330 activity in the precuneus, middle temporal gyrus, insula, thalamus, and parahippocampal gyrus ( Table   331 S4). These common areas appear to reflect non-specific regulation activity and may be associated with 332 memory and introspection processes. 
Reinforcement learning: DLPFC prediction error coding during neurofeedback training 334 correlates with DRT 335
To investigate whether reinforcement learning mechanisms contribute to successful neurofeedback 336 transfer, we tested for the temporal differences in the feedback signal as proxy for the prediction error difference learning models, prediction errors are calculated at each moment in time 48 . Therefore, we 342 operationalized prediction error by subtracting the immediately preceding SN/VTA activity (prediction) 343 from the present SN/VTA activity (outcome). Specifically, we tested for a negative correlation of DRT 344 with the difference in prediction error coding signals between late and early training. In other words, 345 only for participants with high DRT we expected to observe a decrease of prediction error signal over 346 the course of the neurofeedback training. We found such gradually decreasing prediction error signals 347 in dlPFC ( Fig. 5 and Table S5 ). To interrogate the finding in detail, we also analysed the two The neural prediction error signal, corresponding to the temporal difference between the current and immediately preceding feedback activity from the SN/VTA decreased with ongoing feedback training (i.e, the difference between the last and first run) within dlPFC more strongly in individuals with higher DRT (p < 0.001). This finding is consistent with reinforcement learning theories, according to which prediction errors decrease as learning progresses. By extension, a reinforcement learning framework can explain successful neurofeedback training. (B) The plot depicts the differences in prediction error signals in dlPFC between the last and first training for every participant. This shows that the individual degree of regulation success statistically relates to the decrease in prediction error coding over training. The plot is for illustration purposes only without further significance testing to avoid double dipping. The grey shaded area identifies the 95 % confidence interval. 
Learning-related functional coupling of DLPFC with SN/VTA 354
Individual differences in dlPFC reward sensitivity during MID task correlate with 366 regulation success 367
In Study 2 we used the MID task to independently measure reward sensitivity and the capability to 368 adapt to different reward contexts 32 . We asked whether individual measures of reward processing Fig. 7 and Table S6 ). Thus, the more successful individuals were at self-regulating SN/VTA as a 377 result of neurofeedback training, the more sensitive they were to reward and the more strongly they 378 adapted to different reward contexts in the MID task. 379 Figure 7 Reward-sensitivity in dlPFC correlates with successful SN/VTA self-regulation: (A) Degree of successful SN/VTA transfer (DRT) in the neurofeedback task correlated with prefrontal reward sensitivity and adaptive coding in the MID task. A conjunction analysis around the peak coordinate in dlPFC showing DRT-related decreases in prediction error coding during neurofeedback training (MNI x = 40, y = 10, z = 38, left) revealed common neural activity reflecting transfer (IMAGINE_REWARDtransfer -RESTtransfer) -(IMAGINE_REWARDbaseline -RESTbaseline) and reward sensitivity (small + large reward magnitude parametric modulators in MID, all contrasts with p<0.001). Moreover, individuals with more successful selfregulation of the SN/VTA showed stronger adaptive reward coding (which reflects higher sensitivity to small relative to large rewards) in the same region that also showed DRT-related decreases in prediction error coding during neurofeedback training (right). (B) The correlation plot depicts adaptive reward coding activity in dlPFC with DRT. The plot is for illustration purposes only without further significance testing to avoid double dipping. The grey shaded area identifies the 95 % confidence interval.
Discussion
380
In the present work, we used data acquired from two previous rt-fMRI neurofeedback studies to 
393
Sustained self-regulation skills and the generalization of learning after neurofeedback training 394 are key elements for practical applications and remain one of the major challenges in rt-fMRI 395 neurofeedback research 49 . Results from previous neurofeedback studies of the reward system have 396 been inconclusive 12, 50, 51 and only one study 13 
403
One insight of the present study is that transfer success associates with neural activity in 404 cognitive control network areas 43, 52 , such as dlPFC and ACC. The lack of cognitive control engagement 405 within the control group and the correlation of DRT with the slope of SN/VTA increase during training 406 in the intervention group only underpins that this finding is specific for the successful transfer of the 407 learned self-regulation procedure. This network overlaps with regions that have been associated with 408 feedback-related information processing during training 53, 54 . Together, these findings suggest that the 409 same regions contribute to acquisition and transfer of neurofeedback and that sustained post-training 410 self-regulation generalizes across a functional network of different brain regions. Intriguingly, similar 411 networks have been reported in skill learning. Future studies might investigate commonalities 412 between neurofeedback and particularly cognitive skill learning, taking into account the specific 413 temporal dynamics of both functions 22, 55 .
414
The finding that individuals with more successful regulation of the dopaminergic midbrain 
435
We found a reduction in prediction error coding in the DLPFC over the course of the 436 neurofeedback training for successful regulators only, while these prediction error signals remained 437 high for non-regulators. This finding suggests that prediction error-driven reinforcement learning was 438 more pronounced in regulators than non-regulators and provides empirical evidence for previous 439 theoretical proposals on the principles of neurofeedback learning independent of feedback modality 22 .
440
Thus, reinforcement learning provides a framework for understanding how neurofeedback works.
441
Future research may want to investigate whether the rich theoretical and empirical tradition of 442 reinforcement learning 71 can be harnessed to facilitate neurofeedback training.
443
We found that successful SN/VTA self-regulation is associated with an increased functional 444 coupling between dlPFC regions coding prediction error and the dopaminergic midbrain. This coupling 445 fits well with anatomical connections between dlPFC and the dopaminergic midbrain 19, 21 as well as 446 effective connectivity studies on motivation 72 and animal studies on prefrontal regulation of midbrain 447 activity 20, 73 . The animal work suggests that prefrontal cortex communicates with dopaminergic 448 neurons primarily indirectly, through inhibitory relay neurons. By relating this coupling to successful 449 midbrain self-regulation, our data go beyond previous connectivity studies of the dopamine system, 450 which primarily focused on coupling between the prefrontal cortex and the striatum [74] [75] [76] .
451
At the functional level, a recent study on creative problem solving in humans highlights that 452 dlPFC is involved in experiencing a moment of insight 77 . According to this effective connectivity study, 453 dlPFC could upregulate the VTA/SN via striatal connections during such a moment. On the other hand, 454 in trials where no solution was found for a given problem, also no significant connectivity was 455 456 self-guided motivation and in internal reward processing. Our finding points to the possibility that 457 cognitive and affective mechanisms associated with different experiences also involve different neural 458 pathways. Future studies should investigate to what degree individual differences in the functional 459 architecture of brain networks 78 influence these internal reward mechanisms and to which degree 460 different strategies can influence neurofeedback training success.
461
Our independent reward task revealed that individual differences in prefrontal reward 462 sensitivity and efficient adaptive reward coding were associated with successful SN/VTA self-463 regulation. Adaptive coding of rewards captures the notion that neural activity (output) should match 464 the most likely inputs to maximize efficiency and representational precision 79 . Accordingly, we 465 previously showed that reward regions encode a small range of rewards more sensitively than the 466 large range of rewards 37, 80 . Interestingly, in the present study, participants who were more sensitive 467 to small rewards were also more successful in self-regulation of the dopaminergic midbrain. When 
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A potential limitation of our study is that we used a combined mask for SN and VTA even 474 though differences in functionality and anatomy have been reported for the two regions (reviewed 475 e.g. by Trutti et al. 81 ), with the SN more related to motor functions and the VTA to reward functions.
476
However, it should be kept in mind that when viewed through the lens of recording and imaging rather 477 than lesion techniques the differences are more gradual than categorical 82 . Still, future studies may 478 want to use more specific feedback from one or the other region to more specifically target potential 479 differences in functions. Further limitations are that only inverted feedback is available here as control 480 group and this group has a smaller sample size. An additional control group perceiving no feedback 481 26 could help to judge effects of neurofeedback training more precisely. Still, our data show a significant 482 correlation between degree of regulation transfer and training runs only for the veridical feedback 483 group and not for the control group. Moreover, it has been shown in other neurofeedback studies 484 that volitional self-regulation of brain activity can only be learned when real feedback is presented 83 485 and that other control groups failed to acquire VTA self-regulation 13 .
486
Conclusions
487
We showed that successful transfer in SN/VTA self-regulation after neurofeedback training is 488 associated with activity in the cognitive control network (particularly dlPFC). Future studies could 489 employ cognitive control activity during neurofeedback training to boost success rates and clinical 490 outcomes. Furthermore, our findings of decreasing prediction error signals in dlPFC suggest that 491 associative learning contributes to real-time fMRI neurofeedback effects. Finally, we show that higher 492 individual reward sensitivity at the neural level increases the chance of neurofeedback training 493 success. Patients with reduced neural reward sensitivity may therefore benefit from careful scaling of 494 the neurofeedback information.
